INTRODUCTION
Billions of years of evolution optimized proteins to fulfill their functions efficiently. Regardless whether the protein functions as enzyme, molecular motor, transport protein, or receptor, a prerequisite for optimal function is a fine-tuned structural and dynamical framework, either directly or indirectly provided by the native structure of the protein. An important, but as yet unresolved question is which functional constraints exactly are imposed on a protein structure. Sequence and structure conservation patterns provide valuable hints in this respect, like the conservation of the structure in the catalytic site of an enzyme. However, such information is typically local and restricted to a specific class of proteins. The same holds for other localized structural constraints like disulphide bridges or specific salt bridges. Hence, the role of global structural determinants underlying or supporting function remains to be determined.
Protein design and engineering studies suggest a crucial role for packing in protein stability and function, 1-4 including exact complementarity of neighbouring side chains. 5-7 Even conservative mutations of single amino acids can lead to destabilizations. 8,9 Additionally, the inclusion of an explicit packing term in protein design algorithms has significantly improved the accuracy of designed predictions, 6 indicating that optimal packing is a crucial factor in protein structures. Packing densities in protein cores have been described as high and comparable to solid crystals. 10,11 However, beyond average densities and free volume considerations, 12 the exact packing extent, in terms of atomic contacts, remains unknown.
Here, we have developed an approach to quantitatively determine the packing efficiency of a large set of protein structures at different levels of resolution. A ''packing score'' is introduced that allows a robust assessment of the degree of packing effi-ABSTRACT A rigorous quantitative assessment of atomic contacts and packing in native protein structures is presented. The analysis is based on optimized atomic radii derived from a set of high-resolution protein structures and reveals that the distribution of atomic contacts and overlaps is a structural constraint in proteins, irrespective of structural or functional classification and size. Furthermore, a newly developed method for calculating packing properties is introduced and applied to sets of protein structures at different levels of resolution. The results show that limited resolution yields decreasing packing quality, which underscores the relevance of packing considerations for structure prediction, design, dynamics, and docking.
ciency, resting on a set of atomic radii derived from a set of high resolution protein structures. We show that the distribution of close contacts and overlaps in protein structures is invariant and highly conserved in high-resolution X-ray structures, regardless of function, size, and secondary structure.
The implications for protein structure validation, protein dynamics, structure prediction, and design are discussed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Optimal packing in molecular systems is characterized by a maximum number of interatomic contacts. In proteins, the maximally attainable packing efficiency is primarily limited by the distribution of unequally sized atoms (C,H,N,O,S), by topological restraints imposed by the connectivity between atoms, and by secondary/tertiary structure restraints. To assess the relative degree of packing in native protein structures, we therefore quantified the packing efficiency, evaluated this packing score for a large number of proteins, and compared the results with a synthetic reference. The reference was constructed from a set of 1000 freely rotatable amino acids in solution, distributed according to the frequency as observed in natural proteins (see Supplementary Materials for details). This system was subjected to 20 ns of molecular dynamics simulation. Snapshots from this simulation were cooled down to 100 K with simulated annealing. As this reference shares the restrictions of native protein structures of unequally sized atoms and connectivities, but has no restrictions due to secondary and tertiary structure and also has no surface or active site that display poorer packing properties, this reference can be considered as upper limit of the packing efficiency for natively folded proteins, and hence may serve to estimate the relative packing efficiency of protein structures.
In contrast to previous studies, 10,11,13-16 we do not consider packing in terms of occupied volume fractions. Rather, we focus on the thermodynamically determined distribution of favorable atomic contacts and unfavorable overlaps. A set of atomic radii was determined from a set of 106 high resolution protein structures (resolution < 1.2 Å ). Contacts were counted for closely interacting (d ij r ij d ij *1.3), but nonoverlapping atoms. The requirement of maximizing the number of contacts while minimizing the number of overlaps (r ij < d ij ) ensures counting of true contacts in favor of any secondary maxima. A full set of protein atomic radii was obtained by iteratively adapting the atom radii for the different atom types 29 (see Supplementary Material for a detailed description of the method).
The obtained radii were used to evaluate a packing score for a large set of protein structures at different levels of resolution. Nonprotein residues like water and ions were neglected. Note that this does not affect the obtained radii. The packing score was defined as the average volume-weighted number of contacts per atom minus the average volume-weighted number of overlaps (Supplementary Materials).
For the synthetic reference ensemble of structures, built from the final configurations of the simulated annealing simulations, the same procedure for optimizing atomic radii was employed. Using these radii (data not shown), packing scores were calculated for the synthetic reference ensemble. The average value of these scores was scaled to 1.0 and serves as reference for the packing scores calculated from the experimental structures. The statistical error as estimated from the standard deviation in the ensemble is about 0.01, represented in Figure 1 by the thickness of the red line.
Hydrogen atoms
Instead of taking the hydrogen positions that are available for a number of high-resolution X-ray structures, we generated hydrogen positions using the HB2NET module of WHAT IF. 17 We chose this strategy as only few data sets are complete, and because the bond lengths for CÀ ÀH, NÀ ÀH, and OÀ ÀH are systematically underestimated in X-ray diffraction. 18 A further advantage of the employed hydrogen placement algorithm is that it evaluates different protonation states and optimizes the hydrogen bond network within the structure, including sidechain flips of histidine, glutamine, and asparagine residues.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Packing quality in protein structures
Packing scores were calculated for sets of protein structures determined by X-ray crystallography and NMR. Xray structures were evaluated at different levels of resolution (see Supplementary Materials). NMR structures were compared with refined ensembles from the DRESS 19 database (always the first model was taken from an NMR-ensemble, for this usually represents the lowest energy configuration). The results relative to the synthetic reference are shown in Figure 1 .
Remarkably, packing scores of up to 88% of the synthetic reference (in red) were observed, indicating a high packing density for natively folded protein structures resolved at high-resolution. With decreasing resolution the packing efficiency is observed to decrease. While the packing scores for X-ray structures are located in a rather narrow range, values for NMR-structures (blue marks) show much more spread. This behavior is further exemplified for two structures of staphylococcal nuclease, of which one (PDB 1ey4) has been resolved by X-ray crystallography (resolution, 1.6 Å ) and the other one by NMR (PDB 1jor). The right panel of Figure 1 shows the difference in atomic packing for fragments of the two structures. In the X-ray structure, apart from surface exposed groups, all atoms are well-packed by nearly ideal contacts (overall packing score, 0.76). In the NMR structure of the same protein, the packing is found to be less ideal because of more overlaps and fewer contacts (overall packing score, 0.45).
The distribution of atomic contacts can be illustrated by a reduced radial distribution function (RRDF), which is a standard radial distribution function normalized to the ideal contacts distance (see Supplementary Material) . This function displays all close contacts within a protein structure or an ensemble of structures. Values lower than 1.0 represent energetically unfavourable overlaps that should occur infrequently according to the Boltzmann distribution. Figure 2 shows the RRDFs of the same structure ensembles as used in Figure 1 .
At high resolution the curves are steeper, representing a favorable ratio of contacts and overlaps. Furthermore, the plot shows that the distribution of atomic contacts in NMR-structures differs significantly from those in X-ray structures. While the curves for the different levels of resolution basically differ in steepness, the curve corresponding to the NMR-structures shows a systematic devi- ation. The amount of overlaps is much higher, which can be interpreted as systematic overpacking, in agreement with previous findings. 20 -25 The question arises whether the observed resolution dependence reflects protein flexibility or, rather, a resolution-imposed coordinate uncertainty. In other words, could inherent flexibility or disorder that results in limited resolution cause a nonoptimal packing (''packing limits resolution'') or does limited resolution prevent building of an accurate well-packed model (''resolution limits packing'')? To address this question, we investigated several cases of the same protein structure solved at different levels of resolution. Comparison of packing scores of these identical protein structures shows that packing scores significantly increase at higher resolution (Table I ). The distribution of overlaps, represented by the left branch of the RRDF ðRðrÞ < 1Þ, is a structural invariant for all protein structures. Figure 3 shows RRDFs of identical proteins at different levels of resolution. The curves of the higher resolution versions of these protein structures are remarkably close to the reference curve, strongly supporting the ''resolution limits packing'' scenario and not the ''packing limits resolution'' scenario. Hence, overlap distributions and packing considerations could be used as quality check for protein structures. Additionally, these results suggest that a rigorous packing term may aid structure refinement.
Atomic radii
A closer look at the derived contact radii listed in Table II reveals that most carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen radii are smaller compared with those from previous work. 10,11,13-16 This is mostly caused by the use of explicit hydrogen atoms in this work. Also in comparison to Lennard-Jones parameters from force-fields, our atomic radii are generally smaller. This is due to the fact that, in force-fields, the local geometry of atoms is simultaniously determined together with interactions, particularly electrostatic interactions. Our approach aims at a geometrical description that reflects the optimal contact distance between atom pairs as a combined effect of all interactions.
A number of systematic deviations of atom radii became evident during the optimization that are found to be caused by the original classification of the atom types. Hence, a number of additional atom types were introduced. For instance an additional atom type was introduced for C a atoms (atom type CA) since we found that C a atoms form much closer contacts than other aliphatic carbon atoms. Likewise hydrogen atoms connected to C a atoms (atom type HA) form closer contacts than other nonpolar hydrogens making them more similar in size to polar hydrogens (atom type H). This example of a systematic protein-specific deviation indicates the significance of a protein-specific set of atomic radii derived from atomic-resolution protein structures.
Additionally, a set of specific combinations of atom types was defined to realistically account for electrostatics like small hydrogen-bond distances. The combinations are listed in Table III . The very small radius for charged hydrogens (atom type HC) is remarkable but may in part be due to the small number of contacts that these atoms form. Hence, the statistics for this atom type is limited. Note, however, that these atoms usually reside on the protein surface and are only infrequently involved The high degree of packing observed in high-resolution protein structures renders it likely that packing density also plays a major role in protein-ligand interactions. Indeed, surface complementarity is frequently used as a criterion for the assessment of potential ligands in molecular docking programs. 26,27 Accurate atomic radii together with a robust evaluation of packing can therefore be expected to significantly enhance the virtual screening of protein-ligand complexes.
In addition to structure, dynamics is often crucial for protein function, like in allosteric transitions or molecular recognition. Protein dynamics can be regarded complementary to protein structure: Of all possible atomic degrees of freedom, only those that are not restricted by interatomic interactions within the structure can contribute to conformational dynamics. Indeed, it has been found from experimental and simulated structures that only a limited number of ''essential'' collective degrees of freedom usually dictate the functional dynamics of a protein, indicating that all other degrees of freedom are effectively dampened or constrained by the structure. 28 Again, apart from topological constraints and specific interactions like hydrogen bonds, the underlying structural determinants were largely unknown so far. The packing properties of protein structures reported here shows that a major determinant underlying the restriction of protein dynamics to a small number of relevant collective modes are due to packing restraints.
CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that high resolution natively folded protein structures display a packing efficiency close to that of a condensed phase of free amino acids, regardless of the protein's size and structural and functional origin. Efficient packing therefore represents a universal feature of protein structure. Additionally, efficient packing likely facilitates the restriction of protein dynamics to a limited number of modes essential for function. The calulcated packing scores suggest that atomic packing is a structural constraint on protein architecture, offering novel opportunities for the interpretation of sequence alignments and genome data. The fact that packing efficiency shows a marked resolution dependence indicates that rigorous inclusion of an accurate packing term can be expected to enhance structure refinement at low and intermediate resolution levels. Furthermore, it underscores the significance of packing considerations for protein structure prediction, design, and docking.
